These components (Rs and Ds) to be placed close to Q7, Q8 respectively.

This net should be connected to Q5 - source.

This net should be connected to Q9 - source.

This net should be connected to Q10 - source.

U11 and accompanying circuit close to Q6

U12 and accompanying circuit close to Q9

U13 and accompanying circuit close to Q8

U14 and accompanying circuit close to Q10
Add 'System Good' and 'Fault' silkscreen labels next to D3 and D4 respectively.

J1 (placed along the board edges) and accompanying PMBUS circuit placed at one end of the board (same side as J1) and in the neighborhood of J3-J4.

All Rs and Cs on this sheet except PMBUS, System Good and Fault related to be placed as close to J3 as possible.

Add 'System Good' and 'Fault' silkscreen labels next to C3 and D4 respectively.
TP06, TP05 should be placed along a board edge for easy access/connections.
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